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Abstract: The field of EMI/EMC shares its heritage with antenna and propagation engineers, on the one hand,
and physicists on the other. For the former group, much of the 20th century was spent on developing ways to
predict the radiation due to some source through complex analytical and numerical schemes. Physicists, on the
other hand, are interested in making the connection between the movement of the elementary charged particle,
the electron, and the radiated field. Since the field of EMI/EMC engineering is related to a large degree to
radiation, EMI/EMC engineers would naturally be interested in the work of these two groups. However,
EMI/EMC engineers have keen interest in understanding which sources/currents are the ones that cause
radiation; a question that is typically ignored by the two groups of physicists and propagation engineers. After
all, if the source of radiation is found, containing it becomes easier than not knowing it in the first place. In this
talk we explore the fundamental question of "what causes radiation" from a purely practical and engineeringrelevant perspective. We show that powerful numerical schemes, circuit models, and analytical techniques,
while potentially providing elegant and full solution to the radiating problem, fail to highlight the physical
phenomenon of interest to EMI/EMC engineers in the first place unless careful attention is paid to… the
fundamental sources of radiation!
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